SEARCHLIGHT SIGNAL CONTACTS AND TERMINAL POST NUMBERING

1  2  3  4  5  6
RED  YELLOW  GREEN

TYPE M AND N2

SIGNAL HOUSINGS

18  6-9  7

CASES  SIGNAL  HOUSE

NUMERALS IN HOUSINGS INDICATE SIZE OR CAPACITY OF UNIT

WAYSIDE SIGNAL SYMBOLS

HEAVY LINE INDICATES NORMAL POSITION OF SIGNAL

SL = SEARCHLIGHT
CL = COLOR LIGHT
CL = CONTROLLED

CONTROLLED SIGNAL

DASHED LINE --- DENOTES FLASHING ASPECT
THICKENED LINE ---- DENOTES NORMAL ASPECT

AUTOMATIC SIGNAL

GREEN  YELLOW
RED  BLUE  WHITE
LUNAR

NOTES:

TYPES OF SIGNALS
CL = COLOR LIGHT
CL = SEARCH LIGHT
SL = SEARCH LIGHT
LED = LIGHT EMITTING DIODE

CL AND SL DESIGNATIONS USED ONLY WHEN MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF SIGNAL IS SHOWN ON A DRAWING.
OTHERWISE ALL SIGNALS ARE COLOR LIGHT.